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ABSTRACT
Cardiac rehabilitation is the process of the development and maintenance of a
desirable level of physical, social, occupational, and psychological functioning after the
onset of cardiovascular illness. The scope of cardiac rehabilitation has evolved from
what first began as strict bed rest to now a complete multidimensional approach
including many health disciplines. The psychological aspects of rehabilitation have
become just as integral as the physical components. Regaining a sense of control
through a process of emotional adjustment is one of the important factors of
psychological rehabilitation after a myocardial infarction.
The purpose of this study is to first examine different aspects of control and
address how the issue of control drives the adjustment process. Secondly, this review
of the literature will include a description of the four stage adjustment process itself and
define different areas within each stage. It is intended that this paper will aid physical
therapists in providing a more comprehensive treatment for patients who have suffered
a myocardial infarction.

v

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States. According to
the American Heart Association each year 1.5 million Americans suffer from acute
myocardial infarction. 1 The management of MI has evolved over the past three
decades since the introduction of coronary care units. Its scope has gone from
treatment which included only strict bedrest to a multidimensional treatment including
physical, occupational, social, and psychological intervention. According to Todd et
al2 the purpose of cardiac rehabilitation is "to restore the effectiveness of the postinfarct patient by ensuring that they are well-adjusted, well-educated, and fit and
thereby best able to cope with the long term consequences of their ischemic heart
disease." Some of the more specific goals that are focused on include risk
stratification, reduction of morbidity and mortality, alleviation of symptoms,
improvement of function, and the limitation of potential adverse psychological and
emotional consequences of cardiovascular disease. The patient population participating
in a holistic rehabilitation program tend to be more confident, show less anxiety and
depression, and be less fearful of their heart condition.3,4 While health care
professionals tend to focus on the physical aspects of rehabilitation, the importance of
the patient's perspective in their recovery can not be underestimated.
White stated5 that "it is of importance to realize that the heart may recover
more rapidly than the depressed mental state which is so often a complication." In
order to properly plan a rehabilitative program with realistic goals and expectations it
is imperative that health care professionals try to enhance the adjustment skills that each
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patient possesses. The key factor in a well-adjusted patient following an MI is
regaining control of their lives. 6,7 All responses and strategies used in the recovery
and adjustment processes are directed towards regaining this sense of control.
The purpose of this paper is to review the literature regarding the adjustment
process following a myocardial infarction. I will fIrst examine the different aspects of
control and address how this issue of control drives the adjustment process. Secondly,
this review of the literature will include a description of the four stage emotional
adjustment process itself and defme different areas within each stage.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What are the two main modes of control and how are they linked to psychological
health?

2. What is the four stage process of recovery experienced by post myocardial
infarction patients?

3. What are the major perceived threats experienced by post myocardial infarction
patients?

4. How does the individual's level of denial affect the rehabilitation process?

5. What is the defmition of depression, how does its intensity affect psychological
recovery, and in what ways does it manifest itself?

6. How do myocardial infarction patients deal with the uncertainities they face during
recovery?
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7. How do the different dimensions of readjustment contribute in the cardiac
rehabilitation process?

The limitations of this study are such that it does not contain specific
intervention techniques in working with patients who have suffered a myocardial
infarction.

CHAPTER TWO
Johnson and Morse6 studied the psychological recovery after myocardial
infarction and found that "the major scope in the adjustment process after an MI is the
struggle to regain control." A myocardial infarction is a condition in which the very
existence of the patient is challenged. The patients' life is turned upside down and they
are asked to quite possible change habits which are life-long. Heart disease leading to
MI is often called a disease of lifestyle due to the fact that most factors leading to this
condition can be controlled (diet, smoking, exercise, etc.). In order for a patient to
completely recover from a MI they must somehow regain this sense of self-control
again. These authors6 described a four stage adjustment process that patients typically
pass through as they recover from a MI. As the patients pass through each stage they
struggle with some issue or component of control. In order to understand the
adjustment process itself, we first need to look at this concept of control.
There are two main modes of control. 8 The first is an active, assertive sense
and the second is a yielding, accepting mode. Within each of these two main modes
there are two SUbtypes.
Positive Assertive.- This is involving the ability to alter the environment,
others, and oneself. These people tend to be goal-oriented and quite independent.
Positive Yielding- This mode includes knowing when a sense of control needs
to come from letting go, trusting, and accepting.
Negative Assertive.- This is involving too much active involvement and
overcontrolling. There is a sense of aggressiveness with this population.
Negative Yielding- This mode involves too little control and being indecisive.
This population has a sense of hopelessness and a tendency to feel useless.
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There are a number of reasons for defining control using these modes. 9 It gives
more a clinically based diagnosis with which professionals can use to give a better
directed treatment. Standardized modes will also allow for better communication
between professionals . .Finally, it will help professionals to interview and listen more
attentively to what the patient is verbalizing.
It has been stated9- 11 that a sense of control can greatly affect both the

emotional and physical health of a person; the psychological state of a person involves
a combination of all four, modes of control. Shapiro's articlelO found that the first two
categories, positive assertive and positive yielding, were clearly associated with positive
psychological health where as the final two categories, negative assertive and negative
yielding, were associated with poor psychological health. The typical "type-A
behavior", which is often seen in MI patients, shows a large amount of the active
modes of control, both positive and negative. What is difficult for these patients to
realize is that a great sense of control can be achieved by releasing the control and
fmally yielding to a situation. It is important to educate cardiac patients about these
modes of control and provide support for the development of positive psychological
health through a proper balance of the four areas.
Further research by Shapiro et al lO showed that by including this information in
a post-MI rehabilitation program that it was successful in reducing Type-A behavior. It
did this in three ways. First, it shifted the balance of the four quadrants in a
psychologically healthy direction. Secondly, it increased the patient's level of
satisfaction with their own mode of control profIle and taught them to be comfortable
with "who they were". Lastly, it helped the patients have an overall increase in their
feeling of self-control. By reducing some of the Type-A behavior patterns, a
subsequent reduction is seen in the affected morbidity and mortality. Finding the
situational apppropriate mode of control greatly affected not only the emotional
outcome but also the patient's future health.

CHAPTER THREE
There is a four stage process of regaining control after a myocardial infarction.
The stages are defmed as: 1.) Defending Oneself, 2.) Coming to Terms, 3.) Learning
to Live, and 4.) Living Again. The fIrst stage in the adjustment process is defending
oneself. The central aspect of this stage is the struggle to maintain control. This stage
is from onset of the attack and continues up to seven days. A heart attack begins often
undetected at fIrst. The presenting symptoms may be mild with only minimal
discomfort. The patient may consider the notion that this is a heart attack, but quickly
dismisses the idea and attributes it to other things (indigestion, muscle pull). As
symptoms increased and medical attention was sought, patients explained how they
quickly distanced themselves. Many described themselves as an "observer" to the
whole situation. This is the patients attempt to maintain control.
Within this fIrst stage two key ideas evolved; the role that perceived threats
played in recovery, and how denial impacted psychological rehabilitation. Threat as
defmed by Lazarus 12 is the "anticipation of the occurrences of a harm or loss in which
the demands of a situation exceed the individual's resources". It is essential to have an
understanding of these threats in order to implement techniques which are designed to
reduce the threat and enhance coping strategies.
The threats perceived by myocardial infarction patients have been classified by
Bennett. 13 The greatest number of threats were in the area of personal and physical
considerations. This included anything from angina and arrhythmia to the fear of
another MI to concerns over lack of sleep. The second major area of concern was
work and physical activity. This included apprehensions regarding sexual activity to
over-exertion at work. The fmal three areas included medical/self care (diet,
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medication, and smoking), social, and financial considerations (inability to pay bills,
loss of job due to heart condition). The threats listed here are by no means all inclusive
nor will each person experience the same perceived threats. It is important for a health
. care professional to be cognizant of the fact that these threats exist and that they need to
be addressed in rehabilitation. Following a thorough assessment of the threats, one can
design intervention techniques to help minimize them.
Secondly, in this first stage, researchers noted a large amount of denial. Denial
is a very normal reaction to a heart attack, in fact is has been shown to be an effective
coping mechanism especially in the very acute stages. 14 There are three level of denial
as described by Fields. 15
1. APPROPRIATE LEVEL- The patient rationally views their condition and
comes to terms with their illness. They will allow their anxiety to be replace with
positive plans for the future as recovery progresses.
2. WEAK LEVEL- The patient is passive and clinging to their illness. Their
attitude becomes dysfuctional and detrimental to the healing process. They seek care
and reassurance for all their concerns. This population is often referred to as the
"cardiac cripples" .
3. STRONG LEVEL- This is an inappropriate response to life-threatening
situations by ignoring the relevance of the symptoms. This population often ignores the
suggested life-style changes, their motto is "No Fear". This level of denial often leads
to increased mortality.
Denial at appropriate levels and at appropriate times can be very healthy and
needed for recovery. What is essentially an "appropriate level" changes from day to
day or week to week. Fields 15 showed that patients utilizing denial in the early days of
hospitalization tended to have less problems later in recovery. However if this denial
was not replaced with a feeling of personal responsibility for their rehabilitation, they
never regained a sense of self-control and were unable to make necessary life-style
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changes. The patient needed to become the primary motivator in order for the
rehabilitation process to continue.
After the acute initial insult patients move into stage two, "Coming To Terms."
In this stage patients struggle with the perceived loss of control. This second stage
typically has a time frame of three to eight days following the onset of symptoms. In
this stage patients realized that a heart attack occurred, searched for reasons for the
heart attack, and tried to deal with the impact that this event would have for the future.
This second stage will significantly determine the path that rehabilitation will take.
On the positive side, we see a patient who is grateful to be alive. These patients
are actively searching for causal explanations for their heart attack and are anxious to
learn about specific strategies for complete recovery. This population did understand,
however, that complete recovery may encompass some limitations, still these
limitations were acceptable to them.
Patients with a negative attitude in stage two were pessimistic towards recovery
and felt the limitations that they faced would cause them to feel powerless against their
condition. They could not find a causal explanation as to why this had occurred and
thus made relatively few plans for changing their lifestyle. It is in this stage that this
population may easily slip into a depression.
Depression has been defined as an "emotional state that involves sadness,
gloominess, pessimism regarding the future, and often feelings of guilt and personal
worthlessness. ,,16 Depression to some extent is a very appropriate response, however
when it becomes too intense and persists for too long it is an adverse response and will
hinder rehabilitation. This depressed state will not only affect the psychological
recovery but will hinder the physical recovery by a reduced exercise tolerance. I?
Many authors point to exercise and early mobilization as the most important factors in
reducing depression in post MI patients. 18-20 The physical conditioning has been
shown to control depression by raising self-esteem and the patient's sense of
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independence. Many cardiac patients who suffer from depression do so undetected. A
large number of health care professionals fail to recognize the symptoms of this state.
Some different manifestations as described by Bramoweth21 are tearfulness,
listlessness, hopelessness, withdrawl, and increased time spent sleeping. Failure to
recognize the signs will result in unnecessary discomfort and anguish for the patient.
In the second stage, the way that the patients perceived their future dictated the

outcome of their rehabilitation. As improvements occurred and some questions were
answered they could envision life after a myocardial infarction. For those facing
complications or those whose perceived future was totally unmanageable in their eyes,
a lifelong battle between expectations and limitations caused only depression and
frustration. It seemed that identifying the causal explanation for the heart attack was a
major hurdle in the recovery process. It is by identifying the cause that patients could
establish a sense of direction and move into the third stage.
Johnson and Morse6 coined the third stage "Learning To Live". The issue that
is focused on here is the struggle to establish a sense of control. Stage two and stage
three are closely intertwined; strategies used in stage three may be ineffective and thus
a person must go back again to stage two to seek new causal explanations and then fmd
new strategies to use in the third stage. The ultimate goal in stage three is fmding a
sense of direction and establishing guidelines for living.
The first step in achieving this goal is to minimize uncertainties. Researchers
noted two ways this was achieved. First was the patient's ability to see concrete
progress. 6 Progress included anything from a decrease in the frequence of angina, an
increase in exercise tolerance, or a reduced need for nitroglycerin. Secondly,
uncertainties were decreased through receiving information and medical reports from
health care professionals. 22 Winslow and Weber23 stated, "Patients who are taught
about their condition and management can actively and intelligently participate in their
own health care". Patient education is an integral component in the comprehensive
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rehab process. In a study by Chan24 patients were asked what they considered to be
most important things to learn about following their MI. The top three items included
medications, anatomy and physiology, and risk factors. These findings are in
agreement with other studies of the same nature involving other cardiac patients. 25 ,26
What these reports point out is that it is important to focus the educational content of
rehab on areas relating to the patient's continued survivial after heart attack. Patients
want to learn what they can do to avoid another MI, providing this information can
help them to work through the anxieties and uncertainties they face.
In establishing new guidelines, patients need to learn to read their body's
responses. It was a fearful experience for patients to try new activities and observe
how they handled each different encounter. Patients typically were very cautious, and
instead of pushing it too far, they opted to err on the side of playing it safe and
avoiding any unnecessary risk. By consciously monitoring their activity level, diet, and
stress levels; patients were able to begin to define new limits for their lifestyle.
When searching for their new lifestyle, these patients were required to identify
their role within their family, at the workplace, and within society. Depending on the
extent of injury and the patients premorbid occupation, this might mean a change in
employment which in turn could affect "the breadwinner" position. People tend to base
their self-worth on their contributions as mothers, fathers, spouses, and workers; many
voiced that the restrictions from these roles diminished their self-worth.
In attempt to preserve their sense of self, patients needed to fmd a equilibrium
between their needs and supports. This area is very situation-specific. Some patients
felt nobody supported them and they felt alone in the battle. Others felt overwhelmed
by the constant support and felt like they were a burden to those who cared for them.
Balancing the needs and supports was a way to identify their place within the family
and as a functional member of society.
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The guidelines that patients were finally able to establish were not necessarily
formal and measurable; but they allowed the patients to develop a sense of control. It
provided some predictability, defined their role within their family and society, and
established some independence for the patient.
As patients were able to establish guidelines for living and a sense of control
had been obtained, efforts could them be directed toward other aspects of living.
People entered this final stage of "Living Again" gradually.

What Johnson and

Morse6 refer to this fmal step as is developing a "sense of mastery". The subjects
essentially described feelings of confidence, predictability, freedom, and satisfaction.
They were comfortable about their lifestyle though it often encompassed changes and
were carrying on with everyday tasks without worry.
The whole key in facilitating the proper adjustment process and having patients
fully recover is the implementation of a comprehensive rehabilitation program.
"Readjustment" in MI has been discussed in many research artic1es. 2 ,3,6,7 Ben Sira7
described readjustment as "the afflicted person's self-conception can be considered as
the crucial indicator of successful readjustment after a heart attack". He goes on to
imply that this concept does not mean that the patient resumes their premorbid status
but that they are satisfied with their present condition. This research showed that three
dimensions contribute to readjustment as it was just defmed.
The first dimension is the affective dimension. This is described as reestablishing an emotional equilibrium after its disturbance due to a traumatic change in
lifestyle and demands. The second is the instrumental dimension, it encompasses the
patient's fmding their functional status satisfying and rewarding. The final dimension,
the cognitive dimension, is the patient's understanding of their illness and accepting
their life as purposeful despite this illness. Readjustment can be looked at from all
three of these areas, they are interdependent and each dimension can enhance one
another. Health care professionals need to be aware of these dimensions to ensure
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treatment of the holistic patient. Not only do these concepts apply at the patient to
professsionallevel, but it also is observed in the relationships of the patient with their
family members, and in particular in their relationship with their spouse.
It is well documented that the spouses ability to deal with their spouse's illness

has a significant effect not only on the functioning of the family but also on the
patient's physical and emotional adaptation to cardiac illness. 27-29 Studies show that
the affective support from the spouse appears to be the most crucial for the patient. 7
The demonstration of love, concern, and understanding is immeasurable in recovery.
There is a [me line in this area however. Too much affective support can result in a
dependent position for the patient leading them into a cardiac invalid role. What they
suggest as more functional is for the spouse to work with the patient to enhance the
afflicted person's own resources. This is offering the help and support they need, but
also fostering independence as the patient moves towards recovery.
Finally, what can not be overlooked is the fact that many patients are not able to
readjust. Somewhere along their road to recovery a setback occurred or proper support
was not given. The lifestyle changes were possibly too demanding. The patient may
have slipped into the invalid role, be coined a cardiac cripple, and render themselves
unable to care for him/herself. In an attempt to gain some control the patient abandons
the struggle and gives up. This can happen anywhere in the rehabilitation process. It
is essential for the health care professional to be able to recognize when a patient is
struggling through the rehabilitation process and be able to suggest new coping
strategies and re-direct the patient's efforts.
As has been noted throughout this chapter, all strategies and responses used in
the psychological rehabilitation following MI have been directed towards regaining a
sense of control. This theory of adjustment implies however that the process of
regaining control is not linear in nature, but more reflexic and cyclic. A person doesn't
smoothly pass through each stage but can make progress and more forward one day,
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and then encounter a setback and regress the next day. This was especially evident in
stage two and stage three. As the authors stated,6 "The cyclic nature of the perceptions
and responses of the patient with MI may in part account for the variability of
emotional responses described in the literature". Thus this model that allows for the
reflexive nature may be more accurate than traditional linear models.

CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
Cardiac rehabilitation has become an integral component in patient care
following acute MI. It is the process of developing and maintaining a suitable level of
physical, social, and psychological functioning after onset of illness. A holistic
approach to cardiac rehabilitation encompasses many disciplines focusing on exercise
training, nutritional guidance, patient education including risk factor management, and
patient counseling. For a successful rehabilitation, efforts must be focused on
individualized rehabilitation plans and goals designed to ensure optimal physical and
psychological health in all life situations. The purpose of this paper was to review the
literature regarding the adjustment process following myocardial infarction.
The road to recovery has been described by Johnson and Morse. 6 They
outlined a four stage adjustment process that is cyclic in nature which allows for the
changes in patients' perceptions and emotions as they strive to regain a sense of control
following their acute MI. The patient's desire in finding balance in their life, attaining
a sense of mastery, and ultimately restoring a sense of self-control drives the entire
adjustment process. This review, in addition to describing the four stage adjustment
process itself, has looked at modes of control and how the different modes will affect
psychological health.
The functional purpose of this study is to provide the physical therapist with a
review of the research that has been conducted in this area so that a more
comprehensive treatment plan can be designed. The therapist will be able to better
detect problem areas in the psychological aspects of recovery following a MI and
subsequently take a more holistic approach to an individualized treatment.
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